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Thesis Proposal:
Opening title sequences are an art of their own. They do not have to be left to simply serve to fit
in required credits and the title of the film or show. These sequences have a special opportunity
to effectively build a stronger bond with the audience through graphic design elements of the
branding with the show, highlighting specific characters, plot points and developments,
provoking thought and intrigue.
In my thesis, I intend to demonstrate this using my series, Dead Reckoning as an example to be
produced and then presented to a board of critical experts in this specific field.

Abstract:
Over the course of the past few decades, the role of opening title sequences has evolved from a
simple objective to deliver top priority credits in the beginning of a film or show with basic to
intermediate level branded graphics, to become a strong standing work of art within the feature
itself. The old way of simply delivering a title has become something "anyone can do" on their
home laptop computer with a consumer level NLE software. Today, it takes a high quality,
intricately designed sequence to effectively hook and ensure the audience of the professional
level of the film or show, and further hype them for what is to come. The more artistic and
intricate of a sequence, the more the audience is assured that the creative team has invested
their heart and soul into delivering a quality story well worth the time to watch.
This being said, the objective of this thesis is to take the opening title sequence to the next level
- anti-redundancy through modular design. Today, there is one issue that plagues even the
coolest, most enjoyable opening title sequences in TV shows - the sequence remains
unchanged throughout the duration of the entire season, and because of this, Netflix has
implemented a "skip intro" button for the end user to use. This thesis project strives to formulate
a method of title sequence production that enables the creators to rapidly form varying iterations
of their sequences on a per episode basis and expand the probability of capturing audience
attention and compelling them to watch it through from start to finish. Furthermore, the evolution
of the title sequence will be used not only to provide intrigue by new experience per episode, but
also take the audience to a different character's point of view when applicable, as some
episodes will deviate and delegate more time to a different lead or supporting role.
The approach of this thesis will implement one of the most versatile and effective artistic tools
commonly used in especially large-budget productions - 3D modeling and animation meshed
with live action. This combination of artistic means enables the artist to take viewers into very
unique and captivating perspectives, providing very engaging experiences to draw intrigue.

The Process
Start with genre - Sci-Fi; Research visual elements of other
successful sci-fi works.
The execution of this thesis project will be applied to my own web series currently in production,
Dead Reckoning. Before proceeding with creation, one must understand the genre and nature
of the story they are about to create for. For this reason, I shall share a bit of background about
this series for a better understanding of what to expect in terms of material for an opening title
sequence.
Dead Reckoning is a hybrid of genres - an epic themed, sci-fi action thriller. The world of Dead
Reckoning is set in modern earth, but featuring fictional organizations that are bringing about a
rapid advancement of technology in light of the revelation of the zombie virus, along with
superhuman elements. Weapon technology is especially advancing, featuring energy-based
weapons, shields, cloaking devices and portal engines. It is a story filled with espionage,
suspenseful twists, and emotion.
On the graphical side, this type of sci-fi work would, from my point of view as director and
visionary, benefit from styling along the lines of popular sci-fi films, TV shows and video games
such as Resident Evil, Gears of War, Star Wars, Marvel, and Left 4 Dead to name a few. This
would involve flashy computer and device user interfaces, advanced-looking weapons, metallic
and glowing accents, transparencies, grungy materials, etc. Much like the previously listed
works, my goal is to make this series visually iconic.

Gathering Inspiration and Researching the Art
Naturally, my research began with my top inspiration for what I would seek for my own work, the
number one title sequence that always comes to mind as most epic, driven, and hype-building the title sequence of X-Men 2: X-Men United (X2). This particular title sequence was a massive
step up in quality, sophistication and elegance over its predecessor. It foreshadowed very mildly
to a point that could be, and definitely was, easily overlooked - protecting the story from
spoilers. Very few other sequences out there have made me feel so hyped for a movie via the
opening sequence the way X2 did until X-Men: Days of Future Past (DOFP) and then X-Men:
Apocalypse. These sequels each repeated the formula that made X2’s sequence so engaging,
and further expanded on it. Experiencing Days of Future Past’s one for the first time was highly
nostalgic - it was an epic surprise return to the epicness of X2’s opening, but to an even greater
level. The CGI was significantly more sophisticated, higher in quality, and altogether a whole
new level above X2 - finally!
To be more clear, the aspects of the X-Men title sequences that impacted my vision the most
are the uses of the virtual camera through 3D space, flying the viewer around from one sci-fi
asset to another. These assets were comprised of blood cells, organs (primarily neural, syntax),

morphing DNA, sci-fi hallways/corridors (the lower level of the Mansion) and Cerebro (large
spheric, metal sci-fi room), and flying particles as the sequence would close with the iconic sci-fi
hydraulic X-Vault Door. X-Men DOFP specifically featured a lot of organic assets such as blood
cells, tissue and DNA morphing into the nano-technology that mimics the special features of
mutant DNA. The reason this is so impactful to this thesis, is that the X-Men movies show a
great deal of sci-fi assets much like what we need in full motion, evolving, interacting and telling
a piece of the story. My webseries is very heavy in sci-fi elements, and requires many organic,
as well as technological assets that interact. Much like the styling of the X-Men title sequences,
Dead Reckoning’s sequences will also need to maintain a feel of immersion with environments
comprised of advanced technology.
Another set of sequences I have found inspiring were those of the Spider-Man trilogy. The first
one featured 100% 3D animated imagery - webs, Spider-Man costume close-ups, along with a
tease of the Green Goblin. This all giving the audience a feel and a hint of what’s to come, yet
very vague to avoid spoilers/foreshadowing. The second one featured 3D and the
3D-converted-to-2D look with a mesh of photographic and illustrated imagery from the prequel,
building on the same musical theme, but utilizing said imagery to recap the events of the
prequel and prepare the audience for the next phase of the story. The illustrated art was
specifically styled to be reminiscent of comic book source material that the franchise derives
from. Much like the 2nd movie, the 3rd one mixes 3D with the 3D-converted-to-2D look, but with
heavier 3D focus along with imagery from the first two. But this time, the imagery is direct
screengrabs - photos and video clips from the prequels. 3D animation, specifically the black
ooze - the Venom symbiote, is used to foretell a descent into darkness theme, especially as it is
emphasized with the videoclips of Uncle Ben’s death, and Spider-Man pursuing the killer with a
vengeance. This all makes it very clear that vengeance is the darkness within that grows and
will be the primary struggle of the movie.
Much of the Spider-Man title sequences I find especially relevant to my series due to their mix of
not only organic 3D assets such as the web, genetics, and character/costume models, but their
marriage with visuals directly from the movies to show action, relationships, and significant
developments in the plot that lead to the point the current movie is opening at. With Dead
Reckoning, we have a lot of iconic characters, weapons, props, other assets and scenes
already established and more in development to add to the arsenal. The Spider-Man title
sequences provide a unique, visually compelling style of showcasing the live visuals like
cut-outs suspended in 3D space and engulfed into the overall branding style. This is definitely
something I am aiming for.
To name a few more inspirational sequences, we have The Walking Dead which has retained
the same musical theme from Season 1 to present (Season 10), kept the same visual style for
Seasons 1-8, and changed visual style in Season 9. Overall though, The Walking Dead title
sequences provoke thought and speculation in unprecedented ways for the show, especially in
Season 9 and 10. Iron Man 3 also makes for a fantastic example with its compilation of imagery
from the first 2 films, as well as the 3rd, without giving much of the 3rd away. It features back

and forth transitions from film-look to comic-book-look during carefully timed freeze-frames,
connecting back to the source material these movies spawn from. This sequence has great fun
spark to it, highly reflective of Tony Stark's personality. Additional titles that I had found ins[iring
include the following: Deus Ex: Human Revolution, Oblivion, Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey,
Altered Carbon, Tomorrow When the War Began, The Crown, Daredevil.
"But today, opening sequences have become expansive experiences that sell the TV
show to audiences. It is their job to convince audiences that of all the many other
choices out there, this show is worth your time and attention." -PC MAGAZINE
As PC Magazine points out, opening title sequences are far more elaborate today than in past
decades. These sequences are no longer used to simply provide the obvious delivery of top
credits and branding, but to truly set the mood, and prepare the mind for what is to come.
"I like to be wooed. However much I want to see a given movie, however much I’ve
anticipated it, I still want to be convinced that this movie is going to be worth my time.
The opening title sequence is a way to do just that: grab my interest, dart my curiosity,
sweep me off my feet." -Baptiste Charles
In a Raindance article, Baptiste Charles talks about how a well-invested title sequence provides
an assurance of quality and intrigue for a film or TV show. Placing genuine thought and effort
into these sequences is in his view, as well as many others, an affirmation of confidence in the
quality of the overall film or show, and is key to effectively immersing the viewer into the film or
show.
Between the previously described inspirational sequences and the words of the article writers
who have studied these types of sequences, I have formed the direction to take this thesis
project. The sequences that inspire me most fuel my passion for this project, and share a fair
amount of common ground with the genre of my own - between the sci-fi and action elements of
my series and those films. The examples serve as reliable examples of how much or little to
show in these sequences, and what kinds of pacings could potentially work for them.
"In addition, title sequence also can enlighten audience feeling, setting mood to the film.
What's more, it can cultivate trust of audience to director or film makers." -Liao
This quote by Liao in his dissertation, along with Baptiste Charles’ words describe precisely
what I intend to accomplish with this project. Furthermore, this project is to again, build a
framework that makes the task of changing up the assets in a series opening title sequence that
is replayed per episode, a much easier, more economical task that encourages per-episode
variation. This would lead to the potential for each repetition of these sequences with new,
alternating assets to woo the audience and keep them assured of new twists, and overall
evolution of the show.

Creating and Forming the Assets
The pictures below are screenshots of the assets I had formed for this project. The 3D video
assets I had built in Cinema 4D, and animated in Adobe After Effects. The live action video
assets were filmed via my Blackmagic Cinema Cameras, and edited in Adobe Premiere Pro,
with visual effects added in Adobe After Effects.
Z9 (zombie, 9th iteration) Virus Cluster
3D Modeled in Cinema 4D
This is an animation of a swarm of the Z9 virus
swimming through a bloodstream.

Globe Hologram
This 3D model was modeled in Cinema 4D.
It is a HUD style hologram of the Earth with points
of viral spread of the Z9 virus marked with orange
“poles” and red hexagons on the planet surface.

Red Blood Cells
This 3D model was built in Cinema 4D.
The animation was done in Adobe After Effects,
transitioning the red blood cells from holographic
wireframe to fully textured organic models
swimming down a bloodstream.

EM (Electromagnetic) Disc
This model was built in Cinema 4D. The animation
took place in Adobe After Effects, using the
Element 3D plugin to open and retract the blades
from inside the main body of the disc, as well as to
provide flying, spinning projectile motion to the full
model. This particular weapon concept features a
“smart ricochet” feature in which the user’s
targeting contact lens identifies and helps the user
take aim at a strategic ricochet point in his or her
surroundings to successfully ricochet the disc
around corners or into opponents from a different
direction.

Infected Mutating DNA Strand
Fully modeled and animated in Cinema 4D. This
model is of a DNA strand being overtaken and
altered by the Z9 virus, changing the genetic code
of the host. This was specifically inspired by the
virus mutations in Spider-Man and X
 -Men: Days of
Future Past.

Case of serum vials
This one was modeled in Cinema 4D, and
animated in Adobe After Effects. There was a
great need for a model and animation of a case of
these vials for the purpose of dramatic camera
shots weaving in between vials, which is
physically impossible given the real life size of
cameras and vials.

Zombie Pack
This asset I filmed via a Blackmagic Cinema
Camera, color-graded and given visual effects in
Adobe After Effects. This scene is of a zombie
group gathering and charging at the main
protagonist - adding a key amount of intensity and
fast-paced action to the overall sequence.

Zombie Awakens
This asset I filmed via a Blackmagic Cinema
Camera, color-graded and given visual effects in
Adobe After Effects. This clip flows well in
bookending the use of the DNA Mutation clip as it
conveys the feeling of the zombie awakening from
initial infection.

Plasma Pistol
This asset I filmed via a Blackmagic Cinema
Camera, color-graded and given visual effects in
Adobe After Effects.This clip showcases the main
protagonist’s gun, rotating about the frame. It
serves as a solid showcase and establishment of
the advanced look and feel of the weapons of the
series.

Energy Blasts
This asset I filmed via a Blackmagic Cinema
Camera, color-graded and given visual effects in
Adobe After Effects. This clip showcases some
action, specifically our sci-fi firefights, with the bold
muzzle flashes and energy blasts flying back and
forth between opposing characters.

Plasma Blade Duel
This asset I filmed via a Blackmagic Cinema
Camera, color-graded and given visual effects in
Adobe After Effects. This clip showcases our most
prized action - energy/plasma blade combat, as
our protagonist aggressively clashes with an
enemy operative.

The 3D assets such as the Case of Z9 Vials, the Z9 Virus Cluster, the Red Blood Cells, and
the Infected Mutating DNA Strand are used to represent the infection of human cells by the
virus. In one iteration, these are used in combination with the Zombie Awakening filmed clip to
confirm the full infection of a victim. The Case of Z9 Vials also is to be used in combination with
some of the previously mentioned assets as well as others to represent the villains having
stocked up on the weaponized virus and even selling it through the Black Market. The Globe
Hologram is designed to represent the regional spread of the Z9 virus throughout the series
once the season reaches the critical plot point at which the virus is released by the antagonists.
These assets will not always be suited for every episode, as some installments do not even
involve zombies nor the use of the virus, but are rather focused on human conflict and/or
technological developments.
Getting into the action at the heart of the series, are assets derived directly from action scenes
such as the Energy Blasts clip straight from a chase and shootout scene; a few flashy yet gritty
moments from an epic sword duel between protagonist and antagonist in the Plasma Blade
Duel clip, zombie action in the Zombie Pack clip, and weapons such as the main protagonists’
iconic Plasma Pistol (filmed live) and EM Disc (3D+live action) assets. This is where we rapidly
establish the technologies and rules of our world in this series while showcasing the iconic
characters and weapons associated with them in action.

Forming the modular template
With all assets in play, it was time to form a sequence template. This task was done in Adobe
After Effects, which provides the framework to plant sequences (or rather compositions/comps)
within one another for an unlimited number of instances, which is crucial to forming spaces that
constrain time to a limited number and can have assets rotated in to them with effects of all
other layers impacting the newly rotated assets in exactly the same way as the previous ones,
maintaining continuity as assets change.
I will next show more visually, the breakdown of the modular process for anyone unfamiliar with
After Effects, beginning with the main timeline shown below:

As seen in the Master Timeline, there are over a dozen layers of content overlapping. These
layers bear varying levels of transparency as they add on digital 3D elements such as the HUD
Globe, Rods, Particles, blurs, etc. to the image regardless of what we swap in/out to evolve the
sequence repeatedly. These elements/layers will remain unchanged (with the exception of the
Modular Sequence layer) as they maintain a consistent structure and branding style for the full
sequence.
In the following diagrams, we open up the layer named “Modular Sequence” which is a
sub-timeline containing the arrangement of changing segments - “pre-comps” as they are called
in After Effects. These are timelines within the Modular Sequence that contain assets,
specifically the 3D models/animations, and footage I had built. These pre-comps act as
containers to our swappable content to keep it within timing boundaries, as well as to
automatically apply any effects, animations, and/or transitions applied to the pre-comp as a
whole from within the Modular Sequence and the Master Timeline.

The steps demonstrated above were of course repeated for each other segment in the project,
as it provided a great deal of ease in producing several fresh new iterations of this sequence,
bound to the same timings per containing segment space.

In Conclusion:
To wrap this up, this system of swapping new footage in and old footage out, or even just
disabling footage layers while leaving them in place for the possibility of reuse opens a sea of
options for bringing new combinations to opening title sequences over time. This is one of what I
would believe to be several ways to keep these sequences fresh, new, exciting and always
enticing your audience for the next one… I would wager however, that out of all approaches to
building a framework for a rapidly changing sequence, this one would be the most economical.
VFX Artists can charge pretty high hourly rates, and many studios, small ones especially would
greatly value an option that saves a great deal of work hours and makes the process of evolving
these sequences simple enough for even a relatively new user to handle just fine.
Those of us who are artists that would have initially preferred a guarantee of need for us to work
more paid hours will have to keep this kind of approach in mind, as counter-active to our
profession as it may seem, it may actually serve as a selling point for us as it could widen the
scale of clientele we can access. In this day and age, the world is rapidly spawning more
companies that could benefit from hiring designers and VFX artists to help them with their initial
branding, and then provide them just a brief bit of training to work independently with what
you’ve provided afterwards. Because of this rapid growth and the use of social media, it likely
would not take long to find the next client to work for.
Ultimately, I believe that this modular approach is the future of design for these kinds of
sequences, whether it be for a film or TV narrative, or a documentary series, marketing video for
a business that needs to rotate in new footage and/or demonstrations regularly on their website
and/or open displays at trade shows, etc. Once this type of modular template is developed, it
takes only seconds to drop in new footage/assets, and therefore as little as 5 minutes to have
an entirely new iteration arranged and ready to render. Any user could line up an arsenal of
varying iterations weeks ahead of schedule if so desired.
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Example 3D opening title sequences:
Spider-Man 1-3: h
 ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buYL79Ua0qQ
X-Men movies: h
 ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXTgrIeunXI&t
Altered Carbon: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRj2XPQnbho
The Crown: h
 ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJdrrrIT8hQ
Daredevil: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFYFh8w4758
Tomorrow When the War Began: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asHAOHNg5QU
Deus Ex: Human Revolution - http://www.artofthetitle.com/title/deus-ex-human-revolution/#
Oblivion h
 ttp://www.artofthetitle.com/title/oblivion/
Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey h
 ttp://www.artofthetitle.com/title/cosmos-a-spacetime-odyssey/#
The Walking Dead Season 9: http://www.artofthetitle.com/title/the-walking-dead-season-9/

